Summary. A previous formulation (Lu, Felsen & Kamel) of source-excited wave propagation in a multiwave layer is here extended t o multiple layers, each of which may propagate different multiple wave species, and to simultaneous excitation and detection at arbitrarily specified multiple levels. Field variables are arranged so as t o reveal 'interesting' layers requiring access (for example, those containing a source and/or receiver) but to hide in collective form all other 'uninteresting' layers. An ordering of wave constituents into array vectors provides not only a physically appealing view of the wave phenomena pertaining to array-type source and receiver arrangements but may also furnish numerical advantages. The variety of alternative representations in Lu et ul. can be brought to bear directly on the present formulation which is thereby endowed with substantial versatility, especially that embodied within the hybrid ray-mode format.
Introduction
When source-excited wave phenomena in a multiwave layered medium are resolved into travelling wave (ray) constituents, wave species coupling at boundaries and interfaces generates a proliferation of wavefields that makes successive tracking impractical for all but a few such encounters. When wave processes are modelled alternatively by composite layer reflection and transmission matrices, one loses the possibility of tracking some travelling wave constituents individually, as may be desirable. These observations apply to wave phenomena that emphasize propagation vertically across the layer boundaries as well as to those that emphasize propagation along the layers, as is the case when source and receiver are widely separated in range; in that event, the composite effects are represented in terms of the normal modes. By a more flexible arrangement, one may attempt to retain some ray fields and account for the remaining ones collectively through use of modified collective layer reflection and transmission matrices or through use of some guided modes. Such a hybrid format can actually be constructed self-consistently, subject to a remainder field that accounts for truncation effects. Furthermore, it is possible to avoid the detrimental effects of proliferation of travelling wave constituents at each encounter with a boundary or interface by devising a wave object that has been called an eigenray. An eigenray is composed of a superposition of all relevant wave species in definite proportions, which are maintained after one complete reverberation. Such a wave conglomerate can therefore undergo multiple reverberation without change. the only modification being an adjustment of its overall amplitude. The number of possible eigenrays is equal t o the number of relevant wave species, and there is no coupling between them. If the eigenrays can be computed conveniently, their use facilitates the tracking of travelling wave events through more successive reverberations than would be feasible without such a construction.
These ideas have been developed in Lu, Felsen & Kame1 (1984) that dealt with a medium composed of layers with Q wave species in each. Source and observer were constrained t o the same layer. In the present paper, we extend these notions t o multiwave multilayer media, where the number of wave species in each layer can be arbitrary, as can the locations of source and receiver. In fact, we allow for multiple source and receiver arrays. The formulation is structured so as to permit access to all 'interesting' layers (e.g. those containing a source or receiver, or causing significant change of ray phases) but t o treat the remaining 'uninteresting' ones in 'hidden' form. This provides conceptual and analytical economy by focusing attention only on those field variables that take part in wave processes considered important. Crucial in this development is a proper ordering of these variables into two 'array wave vectors', which leads to a matrix Green's function construction that, t o the best of our knowledge, differs from those developed previously for the multilayer problem (Gilbert 8~ Backus 1966; Cisternas, Betancourt & Leiva 1973; Kennett & Kerry 1979; Luco & Apse1 1983; Chin, Hedstrom & Thigpen 1984; Schmidt & Jensen 1984) . Relevant related studies include the extended reflectivity method of Kennett & Kerry (1979) which favours a single source and receiver but is not directly suited t o treating source and receiver arrays. (Nevertheless, Kennett & Kerry's method can accommodate multiple sources and receivers by superposing at each receiver the fields received from each source -Yao & Harkrider 1983.) Closest to our approach is that of Chin et al. (1984) which can accommodate multiple sources and receivers, and also incorporate hidden layers, without complication. However, our formulation meets an additional objective: t o be commensurate with the hybrid raymode scheme in Lu et al. (1984) when extended to general multiwave and/or multilayer media. In this regard, it differs from the other approaches which are not as adaptable for the hybrid route.
In what follows, the harmonic Green's function problem for the multilayered, multiwave medium with source and receiver arrays is formulated in terms of wave potentials (Section 2.1), transformed into the spectral domain (Section 2.2), and then solved in the spectral domain by construction of array wave vectors and the associated matrices that reveal the interesting, but hide the uninterzsting, layers (Section 2.3). From that basic structure, one may derive various alternative Green's function representations emphasizing normal modes, conventional rays, eigenrays, and hybrid forms. Since these follow directly from Lu et el.
(1 984), we restrict ourselves here to clarifying observations pertaining t o the multilayer array-type format (Section 3). Concluding remarks are made in Section 4, and some analytical details excluded from the text are added in the appendices.
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Formulation
W A V E E Q U A T I O N S
Consider a medium comprising Players excited by a vertical line-source array and monitored by a vertical receiver array as shown in Fig. l(a) . It is assumed that no two sources or two receivers are located on the same horizontal level. Since the medium can always be sub- ( Z i + l , Zj) . ( Z j + l , z k ) and (Z(k+l), z p ) , and reordering the remaining layers. Actual and virtual source coordinates (x', z'), denoted by X and A, respectively, and receiver coordinates (x, z ) , denoted by and 0 , respectively, are shown.
divided into a finer substructure, we assume furthermore, without loss of generality, that each layer contains at most one line source and/or one receiver. Although we use the designation 'vertical array' t o emphasize the layer structure, the horizontal placement of a source or receiver in a layer can be arbitrary. Each layer is homogeneous and may support several wave species which propagate individually in the layer bulk but are coupled at boundaries and interfaces. Fields in the pth layer are assumed to be derivable from L, potentials dip i = 1, 2 , . . ., L,. describing wave processes with respective propagation speeds uip, i= 1 , 2 , . . ., L,, where L , is the number of wave species in this layer. Let the excitation amplitude of the ith wave species in the pth layer be kip when there is a line source at (xb, zb), and zero when there is no source in that layer. With that understanding, one may still identify an arbitrary point (xb, zb) in the pth layer as the virtual source location even when there is no actual source. This convention lends the desired generality to our formulation.
With these considerations, the time harmonic Green's function with suppressed dependence exp (-i w t ) satisfies the wave equations with kip = w/uip, i = 1, 2, . . . , L,, Z p -< (zp 2 ; ) < Zp for every p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., P + 1, plus interface conditions at z = Z,, p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., P, and a radiation condition at z=Z-, = -m and z = Z,, = + m. If the interface at z = Zo = 0 and/or z = 2, is impenetrable (e.g. free or rigid boundary for the elastic wave problem and perfect conductor for the electromagnetic wave problem), then the corresponding radiation condition at z = -03 and (or) z = + 03 is removed. For source functions corresponding to a delta function derivative 6'(z, -zb), the corresponding potential can be generated from A, by zb-differentiation.
P L A N E W A V E S P E C T R A L D E C O M P O S I T I O N
By spectral decomposition along the x-coordinate, with i = 1 , 2 , . . ., L , for p = I , ? , . . ., P, &, may be expressed in terms of the 1-D spectral Green's functions (pip which satisfy the equations
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with corresponding interface and radiation conditions. These equations can be solved in terms of up-and downgoing waves, which are coupled at the interfaces and boundaries. We define wave vectors &p and ' P, in the configuration and spectral domains, respectively, for the p t h layer,
which, in turn, are decomposed into upgoing (U) and downgoing (0) constituents
&,,=&;+&$,
where 't' denotes the transpose operation, and all arguments are omitted for convenience. We next define the propagation matrix (note that both matrices and vectors in the text are denoted by bold face symbols), with matrices taking sans-serif characters for the pth layer. It will also be convenient t o introduce separate propagators and source vectors for the up-and downgoing waves,
With these definitions, one has for the up-and downgoing waves the translation from a level Z t o a level z in the pth layer,
and the bridging across the source level
where the upper and lower signs go with D and U, respectively. When the waves in the p t h layer are evanescent (i.e. K~~ = i I K~~ I), the exponentials decay if the ordering is done so that the argument 'd' in (8) is negative for U and positive for D. This ordering will be maintained throughout in order t o achieve numerical stability for evanescent layers. Interface conditions plus radiation conditions. if any, are described by reflection and transmission matrices at each interface (see Fig. 2 ). One has for the interface between the pth and (p + 1)th layers with p = 1 , 2, . . ., P -1 , for the top boundary (i.e. p = 0) and
~p U ( Z p ) = B p , p + 1 .~~( Z p ) , B P , P + l -r P , P + l for the bottom boundary (i.e. p = P). Here 
and reflection matrices, respectively, at the interface between the pth and (p + 1)th layers, where L , and L,+ denote the number of wave species in the pth and (p + 1)th layers.
C O N S T R U C T I O N O F T H E G R E E N ' S F U N C T I O N S
In order to construct a reverberation matrix exhibiting explicit wave coupling only at those interfaces that are of interest, we first modify the layer structure such that wave phenomena for 'non-interesting' layers are hidden in the composite boundary conditions and, second, group the wave variables in the 'interesting' layers into two wave vectors whose elements pertain systematically to an up-and downgoing wave decomposition in the various layers. This grouping facilitates imposition of interface and boundary conditions, etc., in the modified layer system.
I Modified layer structure
Suppose that the stack from the ith layer to the jth layer, i < j , is not of interest. Wave phenomena in these layers may then be 'hidden' (treated collectively) via the following generalized boundary conditions between the (i -1)th layer and the ( j + 1)th layer:
Here, t;<?{, (i+ 1) and r;Ly{, ( j + 1) are equivalent upgoing (downgoing) transmission and reflection matrices for the stack, which can be derived from the corresponding propagation matrix (6) and boundary conditions (12) by recursive formulae (see equation (4.21) in Kennett & Kerry 1979) . For convenience, these 'hidden' layers are deleted from Fig. l(a) and the remaining layers are reordered in sequence as shown in Fig. l(b) . Let Q, with Q < P, denote the number of retained layers, and (xi, zi) and (xi, z:) the coordinates of a receiver and source in the ith layer, respectively. If no observation is made in the ith layer or if there is no source, then (xi, zi) or (x:, z:), respectively, can be chosen at any convenient location in this layer (see Fig. 1 b) .
The array wave vectors
From the 2Q up-and downgoing wave vector elements (a? 4 = 1 , 2 , . . ., Q) for the Q layers in Fig. I(b) , we construct two wave vectors V, and V, for the whole structure so as t o characterize reverberation phenomena in all interesting layers simultaneously (see Fig. 3a, b) . Since the elements in these wave vectors are determined by the locations of the source and receiver arrays, we call them 'array wave vectors'. They are given by:
( 1 4 4 is the vertical array coordinate vector with zq, the vertical coordinate of the 4 t h layer, as its 4th element, and From (1 2) and Fig. 5(a, b) , boundary conditions for V, and Vp are expressed by or @a) does not imply a matrix operation like transposition, etc.). Equations (15) and (17) can be employed to define reflection matrices Rap and Rp, which have their phase reference at the source level z' (see 16b) instead of the boundaries zap and zp, as in (17b):
(1 8) This leads to the (block tri-diagonal) reverberation matrices in Fig. 3(a, b) , 
Composite field
The full array wave vector V containing all interesting observables is obtained by summing over the four categories (see Fig. 6 )
+ (T,, * (1 -Fa)-' * S, + A,,).
In this expression, I is the identity matrix, while Tap, Top, Tpa and T, , are translation matrices corresponding to the four ways of categorizing wave propagation from the vertical source array coordinates z' to the receiver array coordinates Z. The vectors App and Aa, pertain selectively to the direct rays from source levels to receiver levels. Their structure removes the direct ray elements in those layers where they do not appear in their respective categories (thus, the direct upgoing (downgoing) ray does not arise when the receiver is located below (above) the source level in a given layer). In particular, 
Alternative representations
The Green's function in (22) is represented in the wave potential basis (see 4 and 14). Thus, the reverberation matrices F in (19) account for phase and amplitude changes in all wave species, in all interesting layers, observed at the source levels Z', after one complete reverberation in these layers (see Fig. 3 ). The wave coupling implied thereby can be removed by transforming from the original basis to the eigenvector basis of F, which diagonalizes the reverberation matrix. This is accomplished by defining (Lu et al. 1984) F -eq = X,eq, C, * F = XqC,,
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where h e , ec, are the eigenvalue, eigenvector and adjoint eigenvector of F, respectively, and Q IS the total nlimber of wave species involved (eigenvalue degeneracies can be avoided as explained in Lu et al. 1984) . The eigenvalues X, can be found by explicit solution of the roots of the characteristic polynomial of F when Q'G 4 (Selby 1980) and by iterative methods such as the QR method, Muller's subroutine, etc. (Wilkinson 1965 ) for large Q'.
, .q' q
Any function of F can be decomposed in the eigenbasis as follows Q' f(V= c f ( h q ) e q e= 1 and in particular, Q'
Therefore, all conventional alternative representations can be written in a new form based on the eigendecomposition, which has the advantage that the eigensolutions, termed 'eigenray', undergo multiple reverberation without change (except for overall amplitude). Thus, the eigenray wave complex in multiwave layered media propagates like an ordinary ray in a single wave layer. These properties, as well as those pertaining t o a variety of other alternative representations, can be inferred from Lu et a/. (1984) , wherein the underlying theory and motivation are treated in detail. In particular, since all four wave categories defined in Section 2 (see Fig. 6 ) have the same form as (3a) and (3b) in Lu et al. (1984) , the results in Lu et a/. ( I 984) can be employed directly to generate corresponding representations for the wavefunctions defined in the present paper. Accordingly, our comments here shall be limited to observations that clarify, within the present context, various of the more formal considerations in Lu et a[. (1984) . Concerning the conventional plane wave spectral representation in (22), we note that F is a block tri-diagonal matrix which has the same structure as matrix A in (4.6) of Chin et al. (1 984) . Therefore, numerical techniques such as Gaussian elimination, block Jacobi, block Gauss-Seidel, etc., discussed in Chin et al. (1984) can be employed to evaluate the integrand of (22), with numerical stability across evanescent layers, due to the ordering adapted in (6)-(10) (see also Kennett & Kerry 1979) . Unlike Kennett & Kerry (1979) , a single evaluation process takes care o f multiple source and receiver locations. However, such multiple arrangements could also be accommodated, though less elegantly and perhaps less efficiently, by straightforward superposition in Kennett & Kerry (1 979) . Analogous comments apply also to the normal mode and continuous spectrum representations (Lu et al. 1984) .
By expanding m n = O 42 in (22), a?d exchanging the orders of summation and integration, one generates a series of integrals V,. Further expanding the matrices Fn, one obtains ray integrals which express reverberations in terms of the multitude of conventional ray fields undergoing coupling and splitting at each boundary. The present formulation, which favours multisource and receiver arrays, provides a ray generation scheme that groups these conventional ray fields according to their number of reverberations, i.e. the number of ray segments, in the various interesting layers. For example, rays with n ( n = 0 , 1, 2, 3) reverberations of '(3p' type excited by two sources and observed by three receivers are shown in Fig. 7 . Effects of 'hidden' layers on the ray generation scheme are shown in Fig. 8 . For moderate n, these conventional ray fields can be evaluated by numerical integration or by asymptotics (saddle point approximajion), when valid. For large n, due to ray proliferation, it may be preferable to evaluate V, (without expanding Fn) by direct numerical integration either along the real axis, or along a more efficient 'rapid convergence' path (with weak oscillations of the integrand) in the complex k-plane if that can be found without difficulty. Alternatively, resorting to (24c), one may express V, as a sum of Q' eigenrays Vqn. and carry out the numerical evaluation of each by analogous means. These options have been explored in a numerical study performed for the simple example of an elastic plate (Lu & Felsen 1985) . Finally, our formulation here accommodates the hybrid form in Lu et al. (1984) , which combines ray integrals V,, eigenmodes, and a single remainder field in unique proportion. One of the features of the hybrid form is that it accounts in a compact manner (i.e. in terms of modes plus a remainder, produced via a ray-mode equivalent) for the hierarchy of multiple reflected conventional rays. In this connection, it may be noted that an alternative composite treatment can be applied to multiples in uninteresting layers by incorporating such rays into collective reflection and transmission coefficients that load conventional rays. The resulting 'collective' rays are depicted in Fig. 9 , where the dark ray segments include all internal multiple effects in the associated layers, while light ray segments represent conventional ray fields. The mathematical foundation for this interpretation is provided by the structure of the reverberation matrix F, wherein the hidden uninteresting layers (see 13, 17a, 18 and 19 as well as Figs 1 and 8 ) can be accounted for by overall equivalent reflection and transmission coefficients. The ability to 'load' a conventional ray in this manner depends on how nearly coincident are the incidence angles of the uninteresting multiple reflected rays in the hidden layers; viewed in the spectral domain, nearly coincident angles imply clustering of saddle points in the ray integrals for hidden multiples. To achieve the clustering required for the collective approach, one may have to separate one or a few of the uninteresting conventional rays before treating the remaining ones in composite form. The justification and numerical demonstration of effectiveness of this generalization of conventional ray theory is given in Einziger & Felsen (1983) for the simple case of a single one-species planar, curved or tapered layer, but the same considerations also apply under the present more general conditions. Since the collective rays include full interaction of the wavefield with some 'hidden' portion of the stratification, the resulting time behaviour of the collective ray is not localized as in conventional non-dispersive ray theory, but is spread out due to dispersion. Figure 9 . Schematlzation of collective scheme for a particular ray. The collective ray accounts in composite form for all omitted multiple reflections in the hidden layer. The heavy segments denote the collective loading. Collective treatment can be applied when all affected multiples in the hidden layer have approximately the same inclination angles. (a) Source and receiver with small lateral separation. Ray from source to receiver passing directly through the hidden layer can be weighted collectively to describe the composite effect of that layer. (b) Source and receiver with larger lateral separation. Retention of direct and first multiple ray in the hidden layer, with collective weighting of the latter for all higher order multiples.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended our previous treatment of source-excited propagation in a single multiwave Layer (Lu et al. 1984) to an environment consisting of an arbitrary number of layers, each of which may support different numbers of wave species, with simultaneous excitation and detection at multiple levels. Field vectors and matrices have been structured so as to favour the array-type source and receiver arrangements and to distinguish between 'interesting' (exposed) and 'uninteresting' (hidden) layers. This not only provides some interesting physical insights into the wave propagation mechanisms encountered now , but also systematizes numerical evaluation. However, no attempt has been made as yet to optimize the structure for numerical purposes. We hope to explore this in the future. Also worthy of exploration is the utility of 'collective' rays that describe uninteresting hidden multiples in composite form while keeping fields on interesting ray segments intact. The formulation is well suited to the Green's function decomposition into eigenrays and hybrid forms, thereby endowing the resulting field representations with attributes that have been detailed in Lu et al. (1984) . Numerical implementation of various options will reveal their utility for exploring this complicated range of wave phenomena. Appendix B: matrix iterative methods for ray expansion in multilayer media with multiple source and receiver arrays
From (14), (16) and (18), the fields observed at the source levels Z' can be written as where considerations pertaining to the direct ray as in (20b) and to arbitrary receiver levels are deferred until later. one has by substituting (B3a) into (B3) Therefore @iM)(@jM))express the sum of ordinary rays of categories 'ap' and 'aa' ('pp' and 'pa') with reverberation orders n = 0, 1 , 2 , . . ., (M-1)/2 when M is odd. The remainder R@) becomes where M is odd and N=(M-1)/2. Combining (B4) and (B5), one has the truncated ray expansion for the four categories at the source levels I. i ? Lu and L. B. Felsen The field at abitrary receiver levels Z is then obtained by the operation E,,p(Z -Z') -@ , , P , while addition of the corresponding vector A i n (20b) removes the direct rays when not appropriate. (Chin et al. 1985; Varga 1962) Similarly, (Bl) can be solved by block Jacobi iterative methods by changing aim -') into (ahm) in (B2). Therefore 
B.2 B L O C K G A U S S -S E I D E L I T E R A T I O N
By similar consideration as in Section B.l, one may generate the truncated ray expansions as in Lu e f al.
( 1 984).
